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Abstract 
The objective of the "Smart Drone" project is to make 
autonomous flying vehicles more at1tonomous and 
dynamically adaptable, exploiting sensory data and world 
knowledge. In order to develop these capabilities, there 
are three important issues to be considered: control, 
sensors and path planning. This thesis concentrates on 
the issue of path planning. There are many schemes for 
representing geographical information about 
, 
' the 
world:free space, quadtree, 2-1/2 dimension isoline based 
world, the visibility 
t1nderwater model. These 
graph 
world 
and the hierarchical 
representations are 
described and evaluated with respect to the criteria of 
abstraction, efficiency, perspicuity, and 3 D support. 
The hierarchical underwater model appears to be the most 
suitable approach for the drone application. 
-. 
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Path Planning • lS one of the most 
I 
important and 
diffict1l t aspect of autonomot1s mobile vehicles. The 
problem of finding paths at1tomatically is difficult to 
solve for realistic ground based, underwater or airborne 
scenarios. Although many man-years of research have been 
devoted to development of path planning techniques, both 
for military environments and commercial uses, most of 
the approaches that are actually found in practice today 
involve extensive manual inpt1t and interaction. The route 
developed . using such mant1al techniques must often be 
validated through detailed simulations to insure that 
their performance conforms to mission requirements. 
On the other hand, interest • 1n the operation of 
autonomous vehicles leads to a' requirement .for a truly 
automatic path planning algorithm. Such planning may be 
carried out prior to the mission execution,but may also 
be necessary during .  . m1ss1on execution,. as new sensor 
information becomes available. Path planning involves 
search looking for the best path among the many possible 
paths generated by possible moves. All the potential 
paths form a graph cal led the search space. Since the 
size of this search space will grow exponentially, a 
major theme of AI is to discover het1.ri sties to cut down 
the search space of alternatives. This approach has been 
applied to various problem domains. 
Planning • 1S finding an actions from possible state 
search space for accomplishing a goal. State . 1s an 
unambiguous description which can be meas11red, such as 
location, voltage, weight, and so on. The objective of a 
path planning is to find an optimal ( or at least near 
optimal) sequence of state from a given start to given 
goal location. However, in this case, the stat-e has a 
. 
more narrow meaning. It . 15 an t1nambiguous description 
which represents a region, a location or a path, such as 
Cartesian coordinates. 
A key issue for an AI system is the internal 
representation (world representation). of the external 
world. Path planning focuses on the geographical 
information found in the map; path planning for drones, 
- 2 --
• 
which must avoid hitting mountains, is concerned with a 
. topographical map. The size of the search space is often 
related to the world representation. The world 
representation usually contains the static information of 
the world unless the system has the capability of 
learning. On the other hand, the search space is dynamic 
and tends to grow exponentially. 
representation schemes cut down the 
space. 
The good world 
• size of the search 
There are many well known world representation schemes 
for path planning. In this thesis, the following world 
representation schemes will be examined from the point of 
view of drone application: free space 1 , quadtree2 • 3 , the 
vi sibi li ty graph4 • 5 , 2-1/2 dimensional i soline6 and the 
hierarchical underwater model 7 • These representation 
schemes are chosen • since these are the most active 
research area for autonomous vehicle field. This thesis 
also evaluates these path pl~nners with certain criteria: 
abstraction, efficiency, perspicuity and 3 D support. 
Of course, there could be more criteria to be considered 
such as robustness or learning. Robustness and learning, 
however, will not be considered as a criterion in this 
thesis, for learning or changing the representation 
- 3 -
r 
I . 
• 
" . ' 
dynamically is not investigated. Robustness and learning 
are of course very important criteria . 
- 4 -
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2.1 General Description 
The NADC sponsored "Smart Drone" project involves 
' 
adding on-board re-planning intelligence to drones. The 
Navy uses drones for . reconnaissance and other 
intelligence gathering missions. The concept is to gather 
the ,most information about the specific interest area 
( enemy headquarters, runways, tanks ... ) , in the safest 
and least expensive way. To do this the Navy wants to use 
drone powered by a smal 1 . gas engine, usually launched 
from Naval vessels toward the area of interest. The 
drones are expendable, since they are inexpensive to 
build, and much safer than sending a human piloted 
aircraft over the unknown area, such as enemy territory. 
The goal of the "Smart Drone" project is to allow the 
drone to re-plan its flight path during flight to obtain 
better and potentially more valuable information. In 
- 5 -
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., 
order to behave like this, the drone should be autonomous 
and dynamically adaptable, exploiting sensory data and 
world knowledge. For instance, when the drone's on-board 
camera detects an object and reports it to its control 
system, it should be able to decide whether or not the 
t1nexpected object has high priority rating based on a 
priority importance scale. If it has high priority 
rating, the object would be the target for several fly-by 
passes (lateral search) by the drone . 1n an attempt to 
gather as much information abot1t this unexpected, but 
potentially important object, for example, a tank. 
The control system should figure out the current 
location of the drone quickly, in order to react 
efficiently when the replanning is necessary. The control 
system should also monitor the fuel remaining in the 
drone, s tank and decide if the drone should move on to 
its next pre-planned target or if it should continue 
gathering the information abot1t the ct1rrent t1nexpected 
object. The drone also should be 'smart' enough to avoid 
obstacles qt1ickly as well, such as mountains or clouds, 
based upon the world map and sensory information. When 
the drone's CDC camera (on-board • • V1S10n camera),for 
instance, gets no image, it can be assumed that the drone 
- 6 -
• 
is inside the cloud. Therefore, it should consider 
lowering its altitude. However, it should also make sure 
that the drone would not crush into the ground or into 
obstacles by lowering its altitude. 
One of the important problems • in the development of 
integration of the the "Smart Drone" project . lS the 
control system, sensor perception and path planner into a 
coherent whole. The control system usually uses the 
planning process to supervise the action of the vehicle 
in order to accomplish its assigned tasks. Usually these 
tasks are generated by the path planner. This process is 
termed task planning. The important issue here is how to 
organize the tasks, so that the behavior of the vehicle 
is adaptable, predictable, flexible and ~eliable. 
Autonomous vehicle control systems . require sensor 
perception to be able to gather information about the 
world needed . in . . organizing the tasks. The sensor 
perception is also used~to monitor an actual path of the 
vehicle. If the actual path is different from the planned 
path, which came from the path planner, the control 
system should react immediately to replan the path. This 
- 7 -
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sensory feedback, monitored the task control system, may 
call for dynamic path planning. 
2.2 Implementation 
Last year, four graduate students supervised by Prof. 
Blank implemented a prototype simulation "Smart Drone" 
program, written in Tttrbo Prolog. In this stage, little 
consideration was given to the AI aspect of the project. 
Instead, 
navigation 
the project concentrated on simulation of 
of the drone. The only AI capability 
considered was avoiding the obstacles using sensors. Two 
sensors was available to the drone: a CDC camera and an 
infrared "bumper sensor". The CDC camera is a sensor in a 
sense that it can tell whether or not the drone • lS 
inside a cloud; on the other hand, the infrared "bumper" 
sensor is able to detect obstacles in front of the drone 
within 300 feet. 
The program is divided into two large modules:" setup" 
and "execution". It would be fair to consider the "setup" 
module as being an on-the-ground mission which creates 
the maps and the missions on the ground control station. 
The "execution" module is the simulation of the actual 
flight of the drone based on the map, sensory data and 
' ' 
- 8 -
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the mission created by setup module. The "setup" module 
can also be divided into three modules which are "map 
setup", "strategic setup" and "mission setup". The role 
of the "map setup" is to arrange the static objects of 
the world such as mountains and clouds (assuming that the 
clouds do not move). The "strategic setup" is the 
arrangement of targets and the location of the ship from 
which drone takes off and to which it returns. Finally, 
the role of the "mission setup" is to arrange the 
"mission primitives" in a sequence cons ti tt1ting a path 
through the world to accdmplish the goal. 
The drone usually has an on-board autopilot system 
that allows the drone to follow a predetermined mission. 
Four basic . . missions primitives were defined: 
''headto,""plow the field," "loiter" and "return." The 
mission "headto" and "return" are straight line patterns 
executed when the drone moves from one specific location 
to another. The . . mission "plow the field" . 1S a • zigzag 
pattern in order to cover a large area. This mission is 
also known as "lateral search." The mission "loiter" is a 
spiraling pattern whose object is to observe a specific 
target thoroughly. .. 
- 9 -
The "execution" module simulates actions of the drone 
I l using a graphics terminal. At the terminal, the users can 
see mottntains, clouds and the path of the drone. While 
the drone flies, the external sensors (an infrared 
"bumper" sensor and a CDC camera) continuously check for 
obstacles. One of the characteristic of the simulation is 
that the execution is done in real-time. 
2.3 Criteria 
This section will describe the criteria for evaluating 
path planning representation schemes. 
2.3.1 Perspicuity 
Perspicuity is whether or not the representational 
scheme is easy for users to understand. Practical systems 
for at1tonomous vehicles are usually large and complex, 
and, for the time being, creating them is an experimental 
activity. Therefore, perspicuity • 1S particularly 
important. Perspicuity is related to how much real time 
and effort will it take to modify and extend the system. 
- 10 -
Perspicuity has to do with whether there is a direct 
relationship between a representation scheme and a 
"natural" view of the world. For example, most of us are 
familiar with maps, including topographical maps, as a 
way to represent the world. A representation that is 
close to a physical map -say, a two dimensional grid 
representation- would be perspicuous. On the other hand, 
a representation which involves some transformation of a 
natural representation might be less • perspicuous. It 
depends on the complexity of the transformation involved. 
'"" 
2.·3.2 Efficiency 
In this criterion, this paper will evaluate pa·th 
planners based on computational efficiency. Based upon 
the pseudo code, each path planner will be evaluated in 
• terms of the search space and the algorithm. A 
mathematical approach is used to evaluate each planner. 
Specially we will study the complexity factor (number of 
iterations * number of nodes to be considered} of 
planners. Of course, it is possible to make evaluations 
by comparing the CPU times - of each simulated program. 
- 11 -
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However, this comparison is problematic, since it does 
not take consideration CPU times varying that from one 
computer to another, and the programming languages can 
affect the CPU time. 
2.3.3 Abstraction 
Planning involves the process of combining groups of 
subplans in a specific order to achieve a goal. Most 
planning strategies generate a linear (nonhierarchical) 
or hierarchical arrangement of subgoals that deal with 
problem search space. There are basically two very 
important planning strategies 
nonhierarchical planning. 
• 
• hierarchical and 
Nonhierarchical planners, like STRIPS0 , have only one 
representation for a plan. Thus, a nonhierarchical 
planner may waste time on reviewing a plan which may not 
directly be related to the goal. This usually requires 
excessive computational time and memory. On the other 
hand, hierarchical planners, like ABSTRIPS 9 , represent 
their plans in levels of abstraction: the highest level 
- 12 -
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, . 
being the most abstract and the lowest level being the 
most refined. This approach allows the planner to deal , 
first with high-level aspects of the plan instead of 
specific detai Is. By postponing low- level detai 1 s unti 1 
they are needed, excessive computational effort can be 
avoided. Sometimes, this criterion has close relationship 
with that of efficiency. 
It • 19 found that the hierarchical planner • 1s more 
efficient than the nonhierarchical planner in this 
specific problem domain, because hierarchical planners 
postpone the evaluation of low level details until they 
are needed. Thus, valuable computational effort is not 
lost if the particular branch of a hierarchy is never 
chosen. For example, an abstraction hierarchy can reduce 
the time complexity of problem solving from exponential 
to almost linear. 
Note, however, that abstraction need not always 
translate to improve efficiency. For instance, computer 
• languages exploit abstraction, with programming may 
respect to procedures and data type. rowever, it • 19· 
. difficult to conclude that this kind of system • 1S 
efficient in terms of computation: utilizing only low 
- 13 -
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level languages, the same algorithm may be more difficult 
~- to implement, but much more efficient. 
The hierarchic a 1 planner also has the advantage of 
extrActing valuable information easily from the world 
representation. For example, when the drone encounters an 
unexpected obstacle, the control system commands the 
drone to avoid the obstacle by moving it in an arbitrary 
direction. In this case, it is crucial to know the 
current location of the drone qt1ickly, in order to replan 
its flight. 
hierarchical 
Searching 
planner 
for the 
• lS much 
current location . 1n a 
faster than with a 
nonhierarchical planner, because the hierarchical planner 
does not require searching the whole world in order to 
find the current location. Instead, a hierarchical 
planner only checks which quadrant the drone is located 
in, recursively. 
The hierarchical planner has another advantage. The 
hierarchy of path planning can corresponding to hierarchy 
of task planning. The task planner views the path planner 
as a system that produces information • 1n solving the 
task. Thus, the path planner must search for precise 
paths (planned path). The task planner also needs to 
- 14 -
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compute abstract representations of paths that describe 
the general shape and properties of the terrain. Since 
detailed plans are computationally • expensive, task 
planning at high level should not have to wait for a 
detailed plan when an abstract, high-level path plan is 
sufficient. A hierarchical planner supports this 
requirement effectively. 
2.3.4 3D Support 
The path planning algorithms wi 11 also be evaluated 
with respect to 
dimensional world 
their 
for 
capabilities to support 3 
the drone application. This 
criterion is very important because of the characteristic 
of the drone environment. If a certain path planner does 
not support a 3 dimensional world, then this path planner 
is useless as far as drone application is concerned. Even 
though, a certain path planner supports 3 dimensional 
world, if it does not support the drone environment, this 
path planner is also useless. 
Many path planners support a 3 dirn~nsional world, and 
most of them use polyhedra to represent it. This 
' 
approach is a good representational scheme for simple 
factory layouts. However, 
that they support the 
this does not necessarily mean 
drone environment effectively. 
Usually the drone environment consists of mountains and 
valleys. It is very difficult to represent mountains and 
valleys by using polyhedra. 
- 16 -
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3.1 Free Space 
3.1.1 General Description 
The free space algorithm is based on the idea of using 
representations of space which capture the essential 
effects of translating and rotating a body through space. 
Free space is represented as overlapping generalized 
cones since they are descriptions of swept volumes. 
Generalized cones are a commonly used representation of 
volume for modeling objects in artificial intelligence 
based computer vision systems. They were first introduced 
by Binford10 • A generalized cone is formed by sweeping a 
two-dimensional cross section along a curve • 1n space, 
called a spine, and deforming to a sweeping rule. Figure 
- 17 ~ 
1 illustrates a few of the generalized cones describing 
the free space around three obstacles. 
3.1.2 World Representation 
A representation of free space is constructed by 
examining all pairs of edges of obstacle polygons. If the 
edges define a natural "freeway," which is a collision 
free path through space, they are used to construct a 
generalized cone. Each edge has a "free" side, where the 
"free" side is the outside of the partict1lar polygon with 
which it is associated. Each edge has an outward pointing 
normal, pointing into the "free" side. Two edges are 
, 
accepted as defining a candidate generalized cone if they 
satisfy the following requirement. 
1) At least one vertex of each edge should be the 
"free" side of the other 
2) The 'free' side of the two edges face each other. 
Given a candidate pair of edges, a spine is constructed 
for the generalized cone. 
- 18 -
3.1.3 Searching for the Path 
The algorithm to find a collisio
n free path proceeds 
as follows. First, the generaliz
ed cones which describe 
free· space should be computed. 
Next, the cones are 
examined to determine if and w
here their 
• 
spines are 
intersects. The final step of th
is algorithm is to find 
a path from the initial locatio
n to the goal location 
folr'owing the 
. 
spines of the generalized cone
s, and 
changing from cone to cone at spin
e intersection points. 
In order to search the path, thi
s algorithm employed 
one of AI searching technique 
called heuristic A* 
search11 • The cost function used 
is the distance traveled 
through the space. The nodes of s
tate space tree consist 
of points on generalized cone spi
nes which correspond to 
points of intersection. 
3.1.4 Algorithm for Path Finding 
The following pseudo-code shows h
ow to 
world from polygonal shape into fr
eeways. 
- 19 -
transform the 
• I 
Procedure freespace; 
Begin 
Generalized cone<- true. 
Loop: Fetch a line A, where A is a edge of a obstacle. 
Loop: Fetch another line B, where Bis a another edge 
of another obstacle. 
Calculate the degree of intersection (theta) 
between line A and line B. 
If theta> 90 
Then Generalized cone.<- false. 
Else begin 
-Form a quadrangle which is created 
by connecting the end points of 
the line A and line B. 
For each vertex do 
if vertex is inside quadrangle 
Then Generalized cone <-false. 
EndLoop: (until try all the edges of the obstacles) 
or (Generalized_cone = false) 
If (Generalized_cone = true) 
Then begin 
Calculate the spine of the quadrangle 
Store the spine into memory 
EndLoop: until try all the edges 
End. 
3.1.5 Evaluation 
3.1-5.1 Perspicuity 
The concept of generating generalized cones between 
obstacle polygons is quite clear. However, finding the 
generalized cone is complex and difficult to understand 
- 20 -
if a user does not have a mathematical background. Thus, 
it may be difficult to modify or extend this system. 
3.1.5.2 Efficiency 
As the pseudo code shows, in order to find generalized 
cones, two major loops are required. Theses two loops are 
for examining all the pairs of edges of obstacles. Thus, 
there is a complexity factor of O(n 2 ), where n is the 
number of edges of obstacle polygons. Hence, this 
approach is heavily dependent on the number of edges. 
In a loosely constrained environment, like a simple 
factory layout, this approach might be useful, because it 
is possible to represent the objects of the factory 
layout using simple polygons. However, in an environment 
under many mountains or rough terrain, the nt1mber of 
edges of obstacle polygons will .. increase rapidly. 
Therefore, • excessive computational time would be 
required. In this sense, this approach is not efficient. 
This approach is also inefficient, since paths for 
vehicles are restricted to follow the spines of the 
generalized cones. Therefore, if there are insufficient 
- 21 -
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generalized cones, then there would be small choice of 
paths. 
• 
3.1.5.3 Abstraction 
A representation of free space is constructed by 
examining all the pairs of edges of obstacle polygons. 
The way this approach examines all the pairs of obstacle 
• • polygons 1S by t1s1ng a nonhierarchical strategy. In 
order to find the generalized cone, this approach 
evaluates al 1 the possible edges of the polygons 
. 1n a 
linear fashion. Thus this approach does not support 
abstraction. 
3.1.5.4 3D Support 
Obviously it is possible to generate the 3 dimensional 
generalized cones. Usually the basic representation 
scheme of the three dimensional world for this approach 
is polyhedra. In this case, generalized cones should be 
constructed only by considering all triple faces of 
obstacle polyhedra. As far as the drone application 
• 1S 
- 22 -
concerned, it is very difficult to represept the terrain 
map by polyhedra. Therefore, this approach does not 
support the drone environment well. 
3.2 Quadtree 
3.2.1 General Description 
In general, the term quadtree is used to describe a 
class of hierarchical data structure whose common 
property • is that they are based on the principle of 
recursive decomposition. As far as world representation 
is concerned, in a two dimensional world, 
• 
a square region 
is recursively subdivided into four parts until each part 
contains data that is sufficiently simple so that it can 
be organized by some data structure. 
As an example of the quadtree concept, let us explain 
how it is used to represent the two dimensional 
region(region quadtree). Let's consider the picture shown 
in Figure 2A. It is represented by the 2 3 by 2 3 binary 
array in Figure 2b. 
the inside of the 
As you can see, 1 's correspond to 
• region, while 
, 
0 S correspond to the 
\ 
- 23 -
outside of the • region. The quadtree approach to the 
region representation • 18 based on the successive 
subdivision of the array into four equal size quadrant. 
If the leaf nodes of the tree do not consist of entirely 
l's or entirely O's, then it will be subdivided 
recursively until the leaf nodes of the tree consist of 
entirely l's or O's. Figure 2c shows quadtree 
representation of Figure 2a. The tree structure of Figure 
2a is shown in Figure 2d. 
3.2.2 World Representation 
A representation of obstacles for this algorithm • lS 
the same as that of the freeway, which • lS a set of 
polygons. We can consider a polygon as a region. Thus~ 
it is valid to apply the region guadtree approach to this 
representation. In this quadtree representation, there 
are three nodes to be considered: a white, a black and a 
gray. A white node is a node representing a region of 
free space; On the other hand, a black node is a node 
representing a region of obstacles. A gray node is a node 
representing a region of having a mixture of free space 
.. 
- 24 -
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and obstacles. In ordinary quadtree, leaf nodes are 
always black or white node , in other words, leaf nodes 
are always free nodes or obstacle nodes (however, • 1n 
other quad tree, such as pruned quad tree, there may al so 
be gray leaf nodes) . 
3.2~3 Searching For The Path 
In order to search for the path, the heuristic A* • 1S 
also employed. Given the start(s) and goal(g) 
' 
location, 
first, it determines the quadtree nodes s and g, 
representing the regions of the image containing these 
locations. Next, it searches a minimum cost path between 
sand gin the graph formed by the adjacent non-obstacle 
leaf nodes of the qt1adtree, using heuristic A* search 
algorithm. In order to find adjacent non-obstacle leaf 
node, it uses a 'neighbor finding' 12 technique. 
The 'neighbor finding' technique • 1S a method for 
finding adjacent blocks ( especially white leaf nodes in 
the region guadtree representation). The result • 1S 
generalized to blocks of different • size, 
destination block • 1S either of larger or 
where the 
smaller size 
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than the source block. Such blocks are termed neighbors. 
In this case, the term "adjacent" means the block located 
in either horizontal or vertical direction; diagonal 
direction are not considered since the diagonal path may 
clip the obstacle corner. 
In order to understand the 'neighbor finding' 
technique, we should define four sides of the block:N,E,S 
and W. They are termed by its boundaries in terms of its 
direction:north, east, south and west. NW,NE,SW and SE 
are four child blocks of the parent block. For example, 
block NW is the child block which located in the north-
west quadrant of the parent block; whereas, block SE is 
located in south-east quadrant of the parent, s block. 
Given this term, the following . 1S the algorithm for 
finding neighbor block of equal size. 
When a node corresponds to a specific block, its 
neighbor of equal size in the horizontal or vertical 
direction is determined by locating a common ancestor. 
For example, let's consider the Figure 3a. This figure 
illustrates a non-obstacle region which sub-divided to a 
depth of 3; and A,B,C,D,E,F and G represent the blocks. 
As can be seen, the eastern neighbor of node A is G. It 
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is located by ascending the tree until the common 
ancestor, D, is found. This requires going through a NE 
block(sub-block of block A) to reach block B, a NE 
J 
block(sub-block of block B) to reach block C and NW 
block(sub-block of block D) to reach block D. Now, node G 
is reached by backtracking along the previous path with 
the appropriate • mirror • image moves. This 
• 
requires 
descending to E and F through block NE and block NW. 
Figure 3b shows the tree structure of this technique. In 
this case, the diagonal length of NE, NW, SW and SE will 
be the length between two nodes. The principles of 
finding the neighbors of different 
• 
size is the same as 
that of same • size. It is simply a matter of adding an 
appropriate rule into the algorithm. 
3.2.4 Algorithm 
The following pseudo code shows how to transform the 
world from polygonal shape into quadtree. 
procedure quadtree(rectangle); 
{It is assumed that rectangle represent the region 
of the whole world map.} 
begin 
if rectangle= gray {if the rectangle consists of 
mixture of black and white node} 
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then begin 
findQuadrant(rectangle, quadl, quad2, 
quad3, quad4) ; 
{ find the f ot1r quadrant of the rectangle} 
hierarchy(quadl); 
hierarchy(quad2); 
hierarchy( qt1ad3); 
hierarchy(quad4); 
{Perform rect1rs ion] 
end 
else if rectangle= white 
then store(rectangle, white) 
else if rectangle =black 
then store(rectangle, black) 
end. 
3.2.5 Evaluation 
3~2.5 .. l Perspicuity 
The basic concept of this representation is somewhat 
di ffict1l t to understand, for the term quad tree is not 
well known. Thus, the concept of this approach is not as 
perspicuous as that of free space approach. However, a 
user who knows the concept of the binary tree would have 
no difficulty in understanding the concept of the 
quad tree. Unlike the freeway approach, a user is not 
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required to have a strong mathematical background to use 
this approach. 
There are many approaches which are extensions of the 
quadtree approach. The most common example is the octree. 
The octree representation form • lS one of the 3 
dimensional world representational scheme with eight 
child branches. 
3.2.5.2 Efficiency 
Compared to the freeway representation scheme, the 
path planning cost for the quadtree based search • 1S 
substantially lower because the number of nodes to be 
searched • lS considerably smaller. In fact, the 
complexity factor of a quadtree is approximately 0( log4 
p) where pis the sum of the perimeters of the polygon. 
Thus a search will only have to deal with about O(log4 p) 
nodes in the case of the q1.1adtree, instead of the O ( n 2 ) 
points in the case of the freeway approach. Thus, this 
algorithm is more efficient than that of freeway. 
This algorithm is efficient in a sparsely constrained 
environment, because a hierarchy of different· levels is 
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available, which permits searching of a considera
bly 
smaller number of nodes. However, 
• 1n a tightly 
constrained environment, it will not perform quit
e as 
well as in a sparsely constrained environment sinc
e it 
will frequently need to reach lower level of hierarch
y. 
3.2.5.3 Abstraction 
The • main idea of this representation 
• IS to abstract 
the space into different levels of a hierarch
y by 
dividing space into quadrants, recursively. The high
est 
level of the hierarchy 
• IS a whole map, and the lowest 
level of the hierarchy is either a collision free 
region 
or a obstacle region. This hierarchy enables the s
ystem 
to search for a path only when the vehicle is clo
se to 
obstacles. If, for instance, the vehicle is far from
 the 
obstacles, the quadrant, where the vehicle stands, 
would 
have more chance to be a white node (collision free 
region). Therefore, no further search would be required. 
Hence, this approach supports abstraction. 
- .30 -
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3.2.5.4 30 Support 
Without some form of extension, a quadtree 
representation is not able to represent the 3 dimensional 
world, for the quadtree is a recursive decomposition of a 
two-dimensional picture of a • region. Therefore, the 
quadtree representational scheme is not t1seful in the 
drone application. 
3.3 Visibility Graph Algorithm 
3.3.1 General Description 
The goal of the autonomous vehicle is often specified 
by its final position given as absolute coordinates or 
relative to some object. In many cases, however, this • 1S 
not sufficient; a path for the vehicle must also be 
specified. A simple example of tl1is aspect arises when 
the vehicle is to make a turn: a vehicle cannot make a 
turn from a point to any arbitrary point without a 
kinernatically valid direction, unless it stops its 
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) ....., 
motion. The visibility graph algorithm can be the 
• 
solution for this kind of problem. 
The basic idea of the visibility graph algorithm is to 
search for the vehicle path from the starting location 
through the vertices of the obstacles, which are 
represented as polygons, to the goal position. In order 
to travel from one vertex to another without collision, a 
straight line between two vertices should not overlap any 
obstacles. If there are no obstacles between two 
vertices, it is said that the two vertices can 'see' each 
other. The set of all possible 'seeing' lines is called 
visibility graph. The visibility graph algorithm is the 
me·thod for finding the optimal path from the starting 
location to a goal location in a visibility graph. 
3.3.2 World Representation 
The world representation of this algorithm is the 
visibility graph. Of course, the fundamental 
representation of obstacles is the same as with the other 
algorithms, which is a set of polygons. However, after 
calculating the visibility graph from this polygonal 
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representation, the polygonal representation ia not 
considered any more. Visibility between two vertices of 
obstacles exists when the vertices can 'see' each other. 
In other words, if a straight line is formed between both 
vertices, it does not intersect any body. 
There are two important methods to discover if two 
segments of straight lines intersects. One is to work 
' ' 
out the equation of the lines, to find the intersection 
point and check if this point is contained in both 
segment. This method is used when the intersection point 
is actually needed. Another method is to find out if two 
segments intersect without finding the intersection 
point. This method is called 'bounding box' 13 • 
The bounding box method . examines whether polygons 
overlap in X and Y. If the minimum X coordinate of the 
one polygon is greater than the maximum X coordinate of 
the other one, then we can conclude that two polygons 
cannot possibly overlap (Figure 4a). The same applies for 
. 
the Y coordinate. If this method fails, it is still 
possible that the polygons do not overlap (Figure 4b). In 
this case, the more specific test must be applied to find 
out whether the X-Y aspect of two polygons intersect. In 
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-other words, each edge of one polygon should be compared 
against each edge of the others to detect the 
intersection. This method can speed up the process by 
determining quickly that two edges cannot possibly 
intersect (Figure 4c). However, even though this method 
fails, it • 1S still possible that the edges do not 
intersect ( Figure 4d). In this case the only way to be 
sure is to apply the mathematical method which mentioned 
earlier. 
By applying this 'bounding box' method, the visibility 
graph can be found. Consider the Figure Sa. Let's imagine 
that we want to find out whether or not the vi sibi li ty 
between nodes Nl and N2 exists. In order to apply the 
'bounding box' algorithm, we should set up the imaginary 
polygon whose end points are Nl and N2. The first step is 
to test whether or not the imaginary polygon overlap with 
any other polygons using the 'bounding box' algorithm. If 
there is no overlapping, we can automatically conclude 
that vi sibi li ty exists between node Nl and N2. However, 
in Figure Sa, overlapping exists with obstacle D. The 
next step is to apply same test for each one of the edges 
in obstacle D. If overlapping still exists (Figure Sb), 
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we should use mathematical method which we discussed 
before. 
3.3.3 Searching For The Path 
Like other path planners, this algorithm also uses the 
heuristic A• search algorithm for finding a minimum cost 
path in a graph. It takes note of the task-independent 
'heuristic information' represented by the arithmetic 
distance between two vertices. The algorithm is used to 
find the path from the starting location through the 
visibility graph 
--
to the goal location with . . m1n1mum 
expansion of possible nodes. 
In order to expend to the fewest possible nodes in 
searching for an optimal path, a searching algorit~ 
should make decisions about which node to 
expand 
efficiently from the information of heuristic rules. If 
it expands nodes which cannot be an optimal path, it is a 
waste of time. On the other hand, it is not always 
possible to expect an optimal path the since search could 
fail. Therefore heuristic rules should compromise between 
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these two • issues, and that is why search algorithm 
may not always guarantee the optimal path. 
3.3.4 Algorithm 
The following pseudo code shows how to transform the 
world from polygonal shape into a visibility graph. 
Procedure visibility; 
Begin 
Visibility<- true. 
Loop: Fetch a vertex (xl,yl) of obstacles 
Loop: Fetch another vertex (x2, y2), where xl <> x2 
and yl <> y2. 
Calculate the line equation, which connects 
(xl,yl) and (x2,y2). 
The line equation is Ax +By =1 ......... [1]. 
Loop:Fetch one edge of the obstacles, whose end 
points are (x3,y3) and (x4, y4). 
Calculate the line equation of this 
edge ............................. [ 2 ] . 
Calculate the intersection point which is 
(X,Y) between line [1] and line [2]. 
If (x3 < X < x4) and (y3 < Y < y4) 
Then Visibility<- false. 
{the path from (xl,yl) to (x2,y2) 
is not a collision free path.} 
EndLoop:(until try all the edges of the obstacles) 
or (Visibility= false) 
If (Visibility= true) 
Then store the fact that the path from (xl, yl) 
to (x2, y2) is collision free path. 
EndLoop: until try all the vertices except for the 
r vertex (xl, yl). 
EndLoop: until try all the vertices. 
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End 
. ; 
I 
(, 
3.3.5 Evaluation 
3.3.5.1 Perspicuity 
• 
The concept of this representation is to find the 
visible ( collision free) paths between the vertices of 
the obstacle polygons. These paths form a graph. Similar 
to the freeway approach, finding the visibility graph is 
complex. Thus, even though the concept of ·this approach 
is perspicuous, if the user tries to modify or extend the 
program, he or she would be required to have a 
mathematical background. 
3.3.5.2 Efficiency 
Similar to the freeway representation, this approach 
is heavily dependent on the number of vertices in the 
obstacle polygons. As the pseudo code shows, in order to 
generate the visibility graph, three • maJ or loops are 
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required. In other words, there is a complexity factor of 
O(n:\ ) , where n is the number of vertices of obstacle 
polygons. Therefore, this approach is worse than the 
freeway approach in computational efficiency. 
3.3.5.3 Abstraction 
A representation of the visibility graph is generated 
by examining all the vertices of the obstacle polygons. 
The characteristic of this representation is to represent 
the traversable, non-obstacle space as a graph of 
possible moves. Usually the basic searching strategy of 
the graph representations are linear. The visibi'li ty 
graph falls in this category. Thus, the visibility graph 
representation does not support abstraction. 
3.3.5.4 3D Support 
There . 1S a way to generate 3 dimensional visibility 
graphs. In this case, the basic world representation form 
. 
1S also polyhedra, such· as cubes or cylinders. This 
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kind of representation would be good for a factory 
environment, but certainly not for the drone environment 
since it is impossible to represent mountains or rough 
terrains using polyhedra. Therefore, this approach is not 
adequate for use in the drone environment. 
3.4 Visibility Graph Algorithm in isoline based 2-l/2D 
world 
3.4.1 General Description 
The basic idea of this world representation form is 
the same as that of the visibility graph algorithm. 
Instead, it expends its visibility to "2-1/2" dimensions. 
2-1/2 dimension . 1S a limited form of 3 dimension 
information, representing just the contour of the ground 
relative to a flat surface (sea level). The 2-1/2 
dimensional models are a commonly used representation of 
volume for modeling objects in computer vision system. In 
2-1/2 dimensions, a height relative to ground level • 1S 
associated with each x,y Caitesian point. The volumes of 
3 dimensional objects; internal structure, cavities and 
undersides, are ignored. Thus, the computational memory 
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requirement • 18 much less than 3 dimensional 
representation. 
' 
In the case of regular vi sibi li ty graph algorithm, 
discussed above, the world representation is constructed 
from polygons with vertices associated with them. These 
vertices have only X and Y coordinates. In this section, 
the world representation is constrttcted • using 2-1/2 D 
isoline based world. Isoline are fottnd in contottr maps, 
where the lines are associated with heights relative to 
sea level. Isoline are represented by polygons where 
strt1ctt1red as a list of vertices. The vertices are 
defined as X, Y, and Z, where X and Y represent the 
Cartesian coordinates and Z corresponds to the height of 
the isoline. 
The advantage of . using the isoline bas.ed 
representation is that any interaction from map to the 
computer can he done without converting from one language 
to another, since topographical conto,1r maps are commonly 
based on isoline. Isoline representation extend the 
visibility graph algorithm to 2-1/2 dimensions, which is 
sufficient for the drone application. 
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3.4.2 World Representation 
The ultimate world representation form for this 
algorithm is also a vi sibi li ty graph. However, in this 
case the visibility for the path is expanded to 2-1/2 
dimensions. In order to find this graph, it is necessary 
to have a fundamental world representation form. In the 
case of 2 or 3 dimensional visibility graph, which we 
discussed above, the obstacles are represented as a 
polygon or a polyhedra. However, much additional 
information is need to represent the mountains or valleys 
efficiently. 
Maps for terrain used by humans are typically 
represented by isoline (contour lines). There are a 
couple of advantages of a world representation based on 
i so line. First, since i so line are common representation 
of regular terrain maps, the interaction between human 
and machine can be done quite easily. A second advantage 
is that they can provide a more natural description of 
the space. In other words, once the crucial regions, such 
as mountains or valleys, are described, it is not 
ne9essary to describe the entire space in the world. 
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' 3.4.3 Searching for the path 
The way this approach find the path is basically the 
same as that of the 2D visibility graph described 
earlier. It uses het1ristic A" search. 
3.4.4 Algorithm 
The following pseudo code shows how to transform the 
world from isoline the 2-1/2 dimensional visibility 
graph. 
Function visibility; 
Begin 
Visibility<- true. 
Loop: Fetch a vertex (xl, yl, zl) of polygon obstacle~ 
Loop: Fetch another vertex (x2, y2, z2}, where 
xl <> x2, yl <> y2 and zl <> z2. 
Calculate the line equation, which connects 
(xl,yl,zl) and (x2,y2,z2). 
The line equation is Ax +By +Cz =l ......... [1]. 
Loop:Fetch one edge of the obstacles, whose end 
points are (x3,y3,z3) and (x4, y4, z4). 
Calct1late the line equation of the edge .. [ 2]. 
Calculate the intersection point which is 
(X,Y,Z) between line [1] and line [2]. 
If (x3 < X < x4) and (y3 < Y < y4) and 
(z3 < Z <z4) 
Then Visibility<- false. 
{the path from (xl,yl,zl) to {x2,y2,z2) 
is not a collision free path.} 
EndLoop~ (until try all the edges of the obstacles) 
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or (Visibility= false) 
EndLoop: until try all the vertices except for the 
vertex (xl, yl). 
EndLoop: until try all the vertices. 
End. 
3.4.5 Evaluation 
Since isoline based path planning is evolved from th
e 
vi sibi li ty graph approacl1, the criteria of abstract
ion, 
efficiency and perspict1i ty are the same as fo
r 2 
dimensional visibility graph. 
3.4.5.1 3D Support 
The natural way of representing the drone environment
 is 
by using a contour map. In a contour map, l 
a contour line 
represent the elevation of the region. In that sens
e, a 
contot1r line is comparable with a isoline. Thus, th
is 
approach is perhaps the most natural way to represen
t the 
drone environment. 
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3.4.6 Implementation 
The simulation of path planner using 2-1/2 D 
visibility graph algorithm was implemented,in connection 
with thesis research, in Prolog and Lisp on a TI 
Explorer. This section will describe the data structures 
and the main algorithm . 
• 
3.4.6.1 Data Structure 
There are two major data structures: the polygons and 
the visible lines. Each edge of a polygon is stored as 
polygon(xl,yl,x2,y2,h), where xl,yl and x2,y2 represent 
the end points of the edge and h represents the height. 
Visible 1 ines or collision free paths are stored as 
visible ( xl, yl, x2, y2), where xl, yl and x2, y2 are the end 
points of the collision free path. 
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3.4.6.2 Internal Description 
As the pseudo code at section 3.4.4 shows, there are 
three • maJor 
visibility 
loops 
graph. 
required 
Also the 
• 1n order 
program 
to find 
• requ1 res 
the 
the 
mathematical~ solution in order to calculate the visible 
(collision free) line. 
3.5 Hierarchical Underwater Model 
3.5.1 General Description 
The hierarchical underwater model, developed and 
implemented by Dudziak, Hall and Zaret 1986, is similar 
to the quadtree world representation scheme since this 
representation abstracts the world into different level 
of the hierarchy. The major goal of this world model is 
to take a priori information and information from sensors 
about the underwater environment, and organize and store 
. 
~ 
the information in such a way that it could efficiently 
and meaningfully search for the collision free path. 
However, unlike the quad tree, this representational 
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.. 
scheme is used to represent either 3 or 2-1/2 dimensional 
worlds . 
. 3. 5. 2 World Representation 
The hierarchical t1nderwater model plans the paths at 
different of abstraction hier~rchically . llSlng levels 
arranged quadrants. These quadrants are broken down 
through a decomposition strategy similar to that of 
qt1adtree. In quadtree, ust1ally the world is broken down 
until the leaf nodes of the tree consist of entirely l's 
or entirely O's. However, in the case of the hierarchical 
underwater model, 
of information, 
each quadrant . . various pieces contains 
most importantly the shallowest and 
deepest levels at any location in that quadrant. 
However, as far as the drone is concerned, it is not 
necessary to consider the information of the shallowest 
and deepest levels. Instead, the information of the 
highest level at each quadrant sho,1ld be considered. 
since the drone would fly over the obstacles,. The tree 
of quadrants has, as its root, the quadrant surrounding 
the entire area being considered, and the leaf nodes are 
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the smallest resolution area represented. The way this 
algorithm tries to find the collision free path from one 
location to another is to find it at as high a level of 
quadrant as is possible, traversing the tree down toward 
the leaf nodes only as much as necessary. 
3~5.3 Searching For The Path 
The importance of this world model form lies in its 
ability to provide the information about the world 
environment, particularly information about potential 
collision free paths. The algorithm which tries to find 
potential collision free paths is known as "First-
Terrain-Collision." Let us find out how this "First-
Terrain-Collision" algorithm works. 
Consider the case, for instance, that whether or not a 
drone, with a specified horizontal path, would collide 
with the mountains. The "First-Terrain-Collision" 
algorithm would first find the smallest quadrant that 
contained both starting location and goal location of the 
, ... 
path. If the height of the path is higher that height of 
the quadrant, then it can be immediately concluded that 
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there would be no collision between the starting location 
and the goal location. 
However, if the height of the path is lower than that 
of a specified quadrant, then the first point on the 
path(starting location) is the location of the first 
collision. This location usually lies on the border of 
the subquadrants. These subquadrants are examined by 
recursively applying the same method to the sections of 
the line segment that lie 
. 
1n the next smaller 
subquadrants. This "First-Terrain-Collision" algorithm 
starts with the highest level of abstraction of the two 
end location of the path. If collision occurs, this will 
look for the collision between the first collision point 
and other end location at next higher level of 
abstraction. If no collision is detected, it can be 
conclt1ded that there is no collision along the entire 
path. However, if there is a collision, the same process 
will be recursively repeated for the remaining portion of 
the line segment. 
' 
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3.5.4 Algorithm 
The following pseudo code shows how to transform the 
world from isoline into the hierarchical underwater 
model. 
procedure hierarchy(rectangle, depth); 
{It is assumed that rectangle repres~nt the region 
of the world. } 
begin 
height<- findHeight; 
{ find tl1e maximl1m height of the rectangle based on the 
vertices inside the rectangle} 
store(rectangle, height); 
{store the rectangle and its height into the memory} 
if depth<O {The deeper the depth, the more accurate 
the world would be. However, it requires 
more memory. } 
and (any vertex is inside the rectangle) 
then begin 
findQuadrant(rectangle, quadl, quad2, 
quad3, quad4) ; 
{find the four quadrant of the rectangle) 
hierarchy(quadl,depth-1); 
hierarchy(quad2,depth-l); 
hierarchy(quad3,depth-l); 
hierarchy(quad4,depth-l); 
{Perform recursionl 
end. 
\ 
The following pseudo code shows how to fi11d a 
collision free path in the hierarchical underwater model. 
function hum(init_loc, goal_loc, depth):boolean 
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' . 
if depth<O {The deeper the depth, the more accurate 
the world would be. However, it reqttires 
more memory. } 
then hum<- false 
else begin{ If depth of searching tree is less 
then 5, then co11tinue the process. 
Else there is no collision free path} 
find_quad_height ( ini t. loc, goal ___ loc, height); 
{Find the smallest quadrant which 
contai11s ini t_ loc and goal ___ loc, and 
find the height of tl1e qt1adrant} 
minHei ght ( ini t_loc, goa l __ l oc, mi n __ hei ght) ; 
{Find the minimum z coordinate value 
of the init_loc and goal_loc} 
if min_height > height 
then hum<- true 
{If the value of the min_height is 
greater than height of the quadrant, 
then it is automatically concluded that 
the path from the init_loc to the 
goal_loc is collision free path.} 
else begin 
{else sub-divide the quadrant} 
find __ sub_quad_pnt ( ini t_loc, goal_loc, 
xl, yl, zl, x2, y2, z2); 
{Find the intersection point between the 
path from init_loc to goal_loc and the 
boarder of sub-quadrant} 
hum<-
hum(init_loc,(xl, yl, zl), depth-1) and 
hum((xl, yl, zl), (x2, y2, z2), depth-l)and 
hum((x2, y2, z2), goal_loc, depth-1); 
{Perform recursion} 
end 
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3.5.5 Evaluation 
3.5.5.1 Perspicuity 
Similar to quadtree the basic concept of this 
representation (hierarchy) is diffict1lt to understand. 
However, once a user understands the concept of 
hierarchy, it 
. 
lS relatively to modify and extend. For 
example, in the each level of hierarchy, it is possible 
to store • various kind of information, SllCh as, lowest 
height, priority ratio, and so on. 
3.5.5.2 Efficiency 
Like quadtree, this system is very efficient. As can 
see in the pseudo code, in order to find a coll.ision free 
path in 3 dimensional world, only , at most, 
comparisons are required. Sometimes only one 
• 
comparison 
is sufficient. For example, if the height of the desired 
path is higher than that of the root, it is automatically 
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conclt1ded that the path is collision fre~. Therefore this 
representation scheme is very efficient for the drone 
environment. 
3,5.5.3 Abstraction 
The 
3 
• 
main idea of this representation 
• 1S 
the dimensionrtl space into different 
to abstract 
levels of 
hierarchy based on the height of the region. The ref ore, 
in this representation scheme, the highest level of the 
hierarchy contains information of a area whole world and 
the height of the world. The lowest level of the 
hierarchy contains information of the smallest 
region: ~rea and height. This prevents the system from 
searching unnecessary 
. 
region. Hence, this approach 
supports the idea of abstraction effectively. 
3.5.5.4 3D Support 
The basic idea of this approach 
. 
1S to decompose the 
world map hierarchically based on the height of the 
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regions. Thus, this approach naturally support 3 
dimensional world. The parti~\tlar approach is well suited 
for the drone environment, because it represents not only 
the loosely constrained areas, but also tightly 
constrained areas. 
3.5.6 Implementation 
• 
The hierarchical underwater model is prototyped 1n 
Smalltalk-BO at Tektronix4404 computer. This section will 
describe the data strt1cture, algorithm (internal 
description) and future work. 
3.5.6.1 Data Structure 
The main data structure for this program is a list 
( ordered collection) with six attributes. In the first 
attribute, the range of the quadrant 
• 1S stored as a 
rectangle. In the second attribute, the height of the 
quadrant is stored. The third, fourth, fifth and sixth 
attributes have the information of the four child 
quadrants. 
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3.5.6.2 Internal Description 
The main algorithm used for this program is recursion. 
By using the recursion approach, the hierarchical world 
setup was possible. The specific algorithm 
. 
lS already 
discussed in the above section; however, it would be 
easier to understand this algorithm by tracing the 
algorithm. The following is the example trace 
algorithm. 
of the 
Figure 6a shows the smallest quadrant which contains 
the starting location and the goal location which are 
represented as S(20, 80, 1300) and G(80, 40, 1300) 
re spec ti vely. The height of the qt1adrant is 1500. Figure 
6b shows the same quadrant which also shows all the 
p.ossible sub-quadrant (A, B, C and D) whose heights are 
1200, 1500, 1000 and 1109 respectively.The following 
trace of the algorithm. 
. 
lS a 
1. Find smallest quadrant which contains (20,80,1300) and 
(80,40,1300). 
2. The height of the quadrant is 1500. 
3. The minimum height of starting location and goal 
location is 1300. 
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4. 1300>1500 ===> false. 
5. Sub-divide the quadrant. 
6. Find the intersection point between the path and 
sub-quadrant boundary. 
7. Intersection point is (50,60,1300) and (65, 50, 1300). 
8. Find the smallest quadrant which contains (20,80,1300) 
and (50,60,1300). ==> quadrant A. 
9. The height of the quadrant is 1200 
10. Minimum height of (20, 80, 1300) and (50,60,1300) 
is 1300. 
11. 1300>1200 ===>true 
12. Find the smallest quadrant which contains (50,60,1300) 
and (65,50,1300). ==> quadrant D. 
13. The height of the quadrant is 1100 
14. Minimum height of (SO, 60, 1300) and (65,50,1300) 
is 1300. 
15. 1300>1200 ===>true 
16. Find the smallest quadrant which contains (65,50,1300) 
and (80,40,1300). ==> quadrant C. 
17. The height of the quadrant is 1000 
18. Minimum height of (65, 50, 1300) and (80,40,1300) 
is 1300. 
19. 1300>1100 ===>true 
20. Since step 11, 15 and 19 is true, it can be concluded 
that the path from (20, 80, 1300) to (80, 40, 1300) 
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is collision free path. 
3.5.6.3 Future Work 
In this implementation, the system is only able to 
figure out whether or not a path is collision free. In 
other words, the system is not yet able to find a path to 
go around obstacles. In order to search for a collision 
free path when the collision occurs, the system should be 
able to find the nonobstacle leaf nodes adjacent to the 
node being expended. This could be accomplished by using 
neighbor finding strategy, discussed in section 3.2.4. 
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·S1..1.rnma. ry 
In this paper, five different path planning algorithms 
are described and compared: free space, quadtree, 
visibility graph, visibility graph in 2--1/2D isoline 
based world and hierarchical underwater model. Each of 
these path planners involves a different world 
representation scheme, and setting up a different 
procedure for finding the collision free path. The 
advantages and disadvantages of these path planning 
algorithms were also discussed by using the following 
four criteria: abstraction, efficiency, perspicuity and 3 
D support. 
These path planning algorithms can be characterize 
into two categories: graph (nonhierarchical) planners and 
hierarchical planners. The characteristic of the graph 
planner is to represent the traversable non-obstacle 
space as a graph or free space of possible moves. They 
57 -
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• describe the obstacles as polygons and the area between 
the obstacles as a free space. By using this basic world 
representation (polygons), they abstract the world into 
passabfe or impassable • regions. Examples of graph 
planners 
approach. 
are the free space and visibility graph 
It is observed that the most important heuristics for 
all of these path planning world representation is to 
avoid excessive detail(and therefore time spent) on parts 
of the world that do not affect the planning operation. 
However, in a tightly constrained space, we find that the 
graph planners are not efficient to avoid the excess 
detail. Hierarchical decompositions, like quadtree or 
hierarchical underwater model, are good ways to achieve 
this goal. 
As far as drone application is concerned, the most 
important criteria we have to consider is that whether or 
not these planners support 3 dimensional world. 
Certainly, the most of these path planners support 3 
d:i mensional world representation. However, we find that 
the hierarchical underwater model are the most 
satisfactory for this application. The • main reason • 1S 
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that the hierarchical underwater model 
represent the obstacles (mountains or 
efficiently. 
• 
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approach can 
valleys) most 
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Chapter S 
5.1 What li Smalltalk-SO? 
-
The Smalltalk-SO Programming System 
\ 
\ 
. . is a programming 
environment in which the fundamental processing paradigm 
is to send a message to an object rather than the more 
traditional approach of calling a procedure to operate on 
some data. This approach, object-oriented . programming, 
enhances the design and creation of software system. A 
great deal of this added power derives from modularity. 
The following analogy shows a concrete example of the 
advantages of object-oriented programming. In an object-
oriented restaurant, a customer orders food by sending 
the cook a message. The cook • is assumed to have the 
requisite knowledge to take it from there, a customer 
rarely supply the cook with an explicit recipe. However, 
in a procedure oriented restaurant, a customer must send 
the recipe to the cook. This means that a customer must 
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know something about cooking and may even need to know 
something about the cook, as well as the ingredients 
available in the kitchen. 
5.2 How to Execute the Program 
Th.is section describes the external usage of 
hierarchical underwater model simulation program. It is 
assumed that the users have no . previous knowledge of 
Small talk-80 and Tektronix 4404 operating system. This 
section will show how to execute the program step by 
step. Before describing how to execute the program, there 
are three terms that the users should know which relates 
to the usage of the mouse. The mouse pointing devices for 
. 
Tektronix 440Jt computer has three buttons arranged 1n 
three rows horizontally. From left to right, the buttons 
are termed red, yellow and blue respectively. The 
followings shows how to execute the program 
1. First a user should log in to the system. The name of 
directory and password are both 'JASONC' . 
. 
2. After the log in, the user will see prompt++. 
Type "HUM" after the prompt. 
3. After a while, the user will see the window and an 
arrow (pointer of the mouse), and inside the window 
the following commands will appear. 
x <-Hum new. 
x run. 
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4. Place the arrow to the beginning of the commands by 
moving mouse. 
5. Press the red button and hold it. Move the arrow until 
the end of the commands and unpress it. The user will 
see that the command being highlighted. 
6. Press the yellow button and hold it. The user will see 
the menu. Choose 'doit' and unpress the button. 
7. After a while, the user will see another window which 
is bigger than previous one. Now, the user is ready to 
draw a map. Place the arrow inside of the big window 
and draw a cont011r line while clicking the red button. 
8. After finish drawing the contour line, press yellow 
button. The digitized picture of contour line will be 
displayed, and the system will ask the user about the 
height of the contour line. 
9. Type the height of the contour line. 
10. Repeat process 7,8 and 9 until the user finishes 
drawing the menu. Choose 'doit' and unpress the button. 
11. Press the blue button. The system will divide the 
world hierarchically based on the height of the 
contour lines. 
12. After a while, the system will ask the user to input 
the starting location and the goal location. Follow 
the instruction of the system. 
13. After finish entering each location, the system will 
check whether or not the path from the starting 
location to the goal location is collision free path. 
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